GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
Contracting Parties
Third Session

Schedule III
Rectifications Requested by the Government of Brazil

Item 7. Advance Provisional Agenda (GATT/C.P.3/2)

A. Rectifications in the English text only.
   Item 907/2 - In the third column replace the rate of duty by "29.75".
   Item 971/5 - In the third column insert "40.77".
   Item 1576/37 - In the third column replace "873.40" by "873.60".
   Item 1599/3 - In the third column replace "1598" by "1599".
   Item 1603 - In the first column insert "1603" opposite "Graphometers".
   Item 1655 - In the second column replace "Glasses for fixed optical instruments" by "Ocular glasses".

B. Rectification in the French text only.
   Item 587 - In the second column insert "corindon" after "Emeri et".

C. Rectifications in the English and French texts.
   Item 791/1 - In the second column in the English text delete "wall or ceiling, ornamental or fancy", and in the French text delete "mur ou plafond, d'ornement ou de fantaisie".
Item 791/2 - In the second column, in the English text delete "table service and other purposes" and in the French text delete "service de table et autres usages".

Item 954 - In the second column in the English text between "oils" and "For perfumeries" insert "artificial or synthetic", and in the French text between "essentielles" and "pour la parfumerie" insert "artificielles ou synthétiques".

Item 954/3 - In the second column in the English text add "except of cassia, orange (blossoms), jasmine and lily", and in the French text add "excepté de cassia, d'orange (fleurs), jasmin et lys".

Item 1530 - In the first column insert "ex" after "1530", and in the second column delete /ex" which appears before "Penicillin" (pénicilline).

Item 1824 - In the first column insert "/1" opposite "Hand winches..." ("treuils à main..."), and "/2" opposite "Fixed or portable..." ("fixes ou mobiles...").